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Start by marking “The Letters of Ivor Punch” as Want to Read: Gah, finally finished this
utterly frustrating, beautiful, melancholy book! Colin MacIntyre – who releases under the
pseudonym ‘Mull Historical Society’ – is one of the UK’s most respected songwriters &.Buy
The Letters of Ivor Punch First Edition by Colin MacIntyre (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book
Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on.It seems rather nasty to criticise a writer for
too many ideas, but Colin MacIntyre's The Letters of Ivor Punch is crammed with so many
characters.I'm not sure I know how to begin to describe “The Letters of Ivor Punch” by
Scottish writer Colin MacIntyre. It's a novel, of sorts. You might think it's a collection of.Read
the fascinating piece from Colin in today's Irish Times in which he talks about the links
between his music and his writing, his literary heritage in the.WINNER OF THE
EDINBURGH BOOK FESTIVAL FIRST BOOK AWARD Introducing a dazzling new voice.
A gloriously heartfelt, funny novel set on a Scottish.The Letters of Ivor Punch began life as
another short story in which an aged islander and former police sergeant writes cantankerous
missives.If you were to judge a book by its title (and we do, don't we?), then you could be
forgiven for thinking that The Letters of Ivor Punch is just about.Introducing a dazzlingly
fresh voice, THE LETTERS OF IVOR PUNCH is the highly-anticipated debut novel from
Colin MacIntyre (aka Mull Historical Society), .The island holds on to many of its secrets such
as why mysterious words appear on the cliff by the bay. And why a man called Ivor Punch
could.Colin MacIntyre's debut novel 'The Letters of Ivor Punch' is the winner of the Edinburgh
International Book Festival's First Book Award.I am delighted to announce that I will be
appearing at the Edinburgh Book Festival to discuss my debut novel 'The Letters of Ivor
Punch' -- all details are listed.All islands have their secrets. This one has more than most.
When Fingal McMillan rows out into the Atlantic never to return, his grandson.Creator:
MacIntyre, Colin,author. Publisher: London:Weidenfeld & Nicolson, . Format: Books.
Physical Description: pages ;22 cm. Abstract: "Imagine an.Scottish author and musician Colin
MacIntyre has won the Edinburgh International Book Festival's First Book Award for his
debut novel The Letters of Ivor.The Letters of Ivor Punch by Colin MacIntyre is a novel set on
a Scottish Hebridean Island (again, by coincidence like the last novel I read.Ivor Punch is a
former policeman from an unnamed Scottish island, prone to scribbling letters to public
figures, most notably Barack Obama.
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